1. Babies are born without which body part?
   A. Kneecaps  
   B. Elbows  
   C. Tailbone  
   D. Shoulder blades

2. What percentage of babies actually arrive on their due date?
   A. 80-81%  
   B. 24-25%  
   C. 3-4%  
   (In the 1700’s a woman from Russia had 16 sets of twins, 7 sets of triplets and 4 sets of quadruplets.)

3. What is the greatest amount of children born to one woman?
   A. 20  
   B. 42  
   C. 69
   (In the 1700’s a woman from Russia had 16 sets of twins, 7 sets of triplets and 4 sets of quadruplets.)

4. How often is a baby born?
   A. every minute  
   B. every 30 seconds  
   C. every 3 seconds  
   D. every second

5. How heavy was the heaviest baby ever born?
   A. 15 pounds 5 ounces  
   B. 23 pounds 12 ounces  
   C. 21 pounds 4 ounces  
   D. 30 pounds

6. What is the first sense a baby develops?
   A. hearing  
   B. taste  
   C. smell  
   D. touch

7. When does a baby start to smile socially?
   A. at birth  
   B. 3-4 months  
   C. 4-8 weeks  
   D. 6-9 months

8. What is the average time it takes a man to change a diaper?
   A. 30 seconds flat!  
   B. 3 minutes  
   C. 2 minutes 5 seconds  
   D. 1 minute 36 seconds
   (Men are faster at changing diapers than women. Men average 1 min 36 seconds to change a diaper while a woman takes 2 minutes 5 seconds.)

9. Babies recognize their mother’s voice at birth; how long before they recognize their father’s voice?
   A. 3 days  
   B. 14 days  
   C. 28 days  
   D. 7 days

10. Pregnancy lasts on average?
    A. 280 days from last period  
    B. a lifetime  
    C. 40 weeks  
    D. A & C

11. What triggers the start of labor?
    A. the mother’s uterus  
    B. the baby  
    C. wishful thinking/jumping jacks  
    A. the mother’s cervix

12. What percentage of women experience morning sickness?
    A. 40%  
    B. 50%  
    C. 60%  
    D. 70%

13. How many extra calories do you need a day during pregnancy?
    A. 100  
    B. 300  
    C. 500  
    D. 1000

14. The c-section rate in the US is
    A. less than 10%  
    B. greater than 50%  
    C. around 27%
15. How much did the heaviest baby weigh at birth?
   A. 12 pounds, 3 ounces
   B. 14 pounds, 7 ounces
   C. 16 pounds, 5 ounces
   D. 23 pounds, 12 ounces

16. You’ve heard of twins, but what is largest group of surviving children from one birth called?
   A. Quintuplets
   B. Sextuplets
   C. Septuplets
   D. Octuplets

17. The oldest woman to give birth defied the norm by becoming a mother at what age?
   A. 54 years old
   B. 60 years old
   C. 72 years old
   D. 40 years old

18. A standard adult human skeleton contains 206 bones, how many are we born with?
   A. 206
   B. 300
   C. 306
   D. 250

19. Babies poop and pee a lot! How many diapers does an average baby go through in one year?
   A. 2,500 to 3,000
   B. 1,500 to 2,000
   C. 3,500 to 4,000
   D. 4,000 to 5,000

20. Newborns can recognize mom’s face while snuggling, but how far away can they see clearly?
   A. 3 to 7 inches
   B. 15 to 18 inches
   C. 8 to 12 inches
   D. 18 to 24 inches

21. Growing is hard work! How long does the average newborn sleep each day?
   A. 7 to 8 hours
   B. 10 to 12 hours
   C. 15 to 16 hours
   D. 18 to 20 hours

22. Babies have a unique physical ability adults are unable to duplicate. What is it?
   A. Cross its eyes while sticking out its tongue
   B. Breathe and swallow at the same time
   C. Curl up into a ball and suck its thumb
   D. Sneezee with their eyes open

23. It could be gas or something funny, but babies are able to smile intentionally at what age?
   A. First week of life
   B. Around 5 weeks
   C. Around 8 weeks
   D. Around 10 weeks

24. Are they real or fake? Babies cry real tears at what age?
   A. At birth
   B. About 1 week
   C. About 1 month
   D. About 3 months

25. Babies seem to grow every minute, at what age do they double their birth weight?
   A. About 2 weeks
   B. About 3 months
   C. About 5 months
   D. About 1 year

26. Is it a boy or girl? When do a developing fetus’ genitals form?
   A. About 6 weeks after conception
   B. About 9 weeks after conception
   C. About 15 weeks after conception
   D. About 18 weeks after conception

27. Blue or Pink? Baby’s sex can be seen with an ultrasound at what stage of pregnancy?
   A. 10 to 12 weeks
   B. 14 to 16 weeks
   C. 18 to 20 weeks
   D. 22 to 24 weeks
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28. You may not be able to hear it, but a fetus’ heartbeat starts at this stage of pregnancy.
   A. 10 days after conception
   B. Between 3 and 4 weeks after conception
   C. About 6 weeks after conception
   D. About 8 weeks after conception

29. Teething newborns aren’t common, about how many babies are born with some chompers?
   A. 1 in 100
   B. 1 in 1,000
   C. 1 in 2,000
   D. 1 in 5,000

30. What is the record for the most teeth a baby has ever been born with?
   A. 4 teeth
   B. 6 teeth
   C. 10 teeth
   D. 12 teeth

31. Babies on the move start out by beginning to crawl around what age?
   A. 2 to 4 months
   B. 3 to 5 months
   C. 7 to 10 months
   D. 11 to 12 months

32. Once they start, they don’t stop! Look for baby’s first real words at what age?
   A. 1 to 3 month
   B. 4 to 6 months
   C. 7 to 9 months
   D. 10 months to 1 year

33. In England, a pacifier is also known as...
   A. A sucky
   B. A binky
   C. A dummy
   D. A mouth thingy

34. The average toddler will take how many steps per minute?
   A. 100 steps
   B. 550 steps
   C. 75 steps
   D. 176 steps

35. In Jewish Tradition, what cannot be done before a baby is born?
   A. Buy baby gifts
   B. Choose a baby name
   C. Celebrate hanukkah
   D. Use umbrellas

36. In Turkish tradition, a pregnant woman is not allowed to do any of the following except
   A. Look at a money
   B. Chew gum
   C. Attend funerals
   D. Laugh uproariously

37. How many bones does a baby have at birth?
   A. 206
   B. 300
   C. 306
   D. 298

38. In Canada, a pacifier is also called a:
   A. Dummy
   B. Binky
   C. Sucky
   D. Dingy

39. Irish Twins refer to:
   A. Identical twins
   B. Fraternal twins
   C. Siblings born in the same calendar year or less than 12 months apart
   D. Babies born in ireland on the same day.

40. A newborn should be given a sponge bath until what happens?
   A. He/She turns 6 months and can sit up properly
   B. The baby likes taking baths
   C. The umbilical cord falls off
   D. The baby feels hot